Triformational Matrix, by Yasuhiko Kimura
I understand transformation by a model I call the Triformational
Learning Matrix. Tri means, of course, three, and so the formational
element comprises three formations: information, metaformation, and
transformation. Informational learning is what we normally go through
in our educational system and in our own lives. We read books, we
listen to people, and we gain knowledge and experience. We develop a
more and more comprehensive body of knowledge based on some
principle
of organization. Metaformation is sometimes called inspiration or
intuition; it is a higher form of knowledge that sort of knocks on
your door and you become aware of something that is eternal. So when
this higher intuition, or metaformation, gets integrated into your own
informational learning, you then start to reconfigure the whole
context within which you have held the body of knowledge that you
already have. And at the same time, you are able to incorporate the
higher metaformational knowledge into your own body of knowledge. In
this dance between information and metaformation, a transformation
takes place. Metaformation is returning to the source of your being,
the ground of your being from which you intuit a new form of insight.
Then, when that insight is successfully married with the body of
knowledge that you already have, transformation takes place. That is
my way of understanding transformation. So on the one hand, there is a
dynamic binary of being and becoming, and on the other hand, there is
a trinity, with transformation emerging from the creative dance
between metaformation and information. It's like alchemy. People used
to try to transform lead into gold. And spiritually speaking, gold is
the symbol of the transformed state and lead is the raw material. But
what happens when this lead becomes gold is that somehow the lead
dissolves itself into the noumenon, the cosmic wholeness, and then
from there you create the new dimensionality of being, which we call
gold. That is the process of transformation, where the ego structure
dematerializes itself and then merges into the whole. From there you
actually create a new you, so to speak, on the basis of the knowledge
that you gain through your metaformation. So you become your own
creation, based on the cosmic knowledge that you have received. And
once this process takes place, it is an ongoing evolution.
Enlightenment then becomes like a trigger, or the beginning of a
continual transformational evolution. That is how I see
transformation. --Yasuhiko Kimura
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